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What is a distributed systemWhat is a distributed system

      A distributed system is a system designed to support the A distributed system is a system designed to support the 
development of applications and services which can development of applications and services which can 
exploit a physical architecture consisting of multiple, exploit a physical architecture consisting of multiple, 
autonomous processing elements that do not share autonomous processing elements that do not share 
primary memory but cooperate by sending asynchronous primary memory but cooperate by sending asynchronous 
messages over a communications network.messages over a communications network.
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Distributed Multimedia SystemDistributed Multimedia System

Four basic classes/services (ITU)

1. Conversational services

2. Messaging services

3. Retrieval services

4. Distribution services
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1. Conversational Services1. Conversational Services

• imply interaction between a 
human user and another human 
user or a system. 

• includes interpersonal services 
such as videoconference and 
videophony. 

• also includes services such as tele-
surveillance and tele-shopping.
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2. Messaging Services2. Messaging Services

Messaging services cover the 
non-real-time or asynchronous 
exchange of multimedia data 
through electronic mailboxes.
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3. Retrieval Services3. Retrieval Services

• cover all types of access to 
multimedia information servers. 

• typically, the user sends a request 
to the server and the requested 
information is delivered to the user 
in real time. 

• VoD is an example of these 
services.
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4. Distribution services4. Distribution services

• cover services where the 
information is distributed on the 
initiative of a server

• An example of these services is TV 
program broadcast
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Advantages of distributed systemAdvantages of distributed system

 Resource sharingResource sharing
 Availability (redundancy)Availability (redundancy)
 ExtensibilityExtensibility
 PerformancePerformance
 Distributed organizations (Companys, Distributed organizations (Companys, 

groups, devices are widly distributed)groups, devices are widly distributed)
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Problems introduced by a Problems introduced by a 
distributed environmentdistributed environment

 A definition concerned the problems by A definition concerned the problems by 
Leslie Lamport:Leslie Lamport:
 A distributed system is one that stops you getting 

any work done when a machine you’ve never 
even heard of crashes.
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Problems introduced by a Problems introduced by a 
distributed environmentdistributed environment

 Services can be accessed Services can be accessed concurrentlyconcurrently by a number of  by a number of 
different client applications.(conflict)different client applications.(conflict)

 Distributed systems suffer Distributed systems suffer partial failures partial failures (it is hard (it is hard 
to find out the cause of failure)to find out the cause of failure)

 Difficulties also exist in Difficulties also exist in locatinglocating the right server in a  the right server in a 
distributed environment.(migration)distributed environment.(migration)

 Servers might be Servers might be replicatedreplicated to enhance availability. to enhance availability.
(consistency)(consistency)
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Problems introduced by a Problems introduced by a 
distributed environment distributed environment 

 Certain level of transparency is the Certain level of transparency is the 
resolution to this problemresolution to this problem
 It is hard for programmer to deal with all the 

problems
 Full distribution transparency would carry a 

performance overhead in accessing servers
 Modern thinking is to provide selective 

transparency, where the application programmer 
can specify the required level of transparency
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Important trends in distributed Important trends in distributed 
multimediamultimedia

 Large scale: such as internet, it is Large scale: such as internet, it is 
hard to manage because the hard to manage because the 
technologies and administrative technologies and administrative 
domains are also very largedomains are also very large

 A A convergenceconvergence between  between 
distributed systems and distributed systems and 
telecommunications architectures.telecommunications architectures.

 More heterogeneousMore heterogeneous
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Focus on heterogeneityFocus on heterogeneity

 Heterogeneous hardware 
 Computers, networks

 Heterogeneous platforms
 Operating systems

 Heterogeneous languages
 Development languages 

 Heterogeneous management policies
 Different policies have different influences on 

security, administration, naming and 
configuration control 
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The goal of open distributed The goal of open distributed 
processingprocessing

 In simple terms, the goal of open distributed In simple terms, the goal of open distributed 
processing is to enable interaction with processing is to enable interaction with 
services from anywhere in the distributed services from anywhere in the distributed 
environmentenvironment

 Openness and distributed processingOpenness and distributed processing
 Conforming to well-defined interface
 The conformance testing procedures to ensure 

that different implementations by different 
manufacturers adhere to the standardized 
interfaces.

 Interoperability (platform)
 Portability (application)
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The goal of open distributed The goal of open distributed 
processingprocessing

 Self-open architecture to the components 
which show the advantages:

 The benefits of interoperability and portability 
extend to all components in the architecture.

 The architecture can be specialized or can 
evolve by changing the implementation of 
individual components.

 The architecture can be extended by 
introducing new components at a later date
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The different levels of opennessThe different levels of openness

x,y,z?,?,?
x,y,z

a,b e,f

c,d

h,j

Closed system, the interface 
is private and unknown to 
global

The interface is published 
and conferm to a standard, 
but the internal details are 
unknown

The interfaces of the system 
and the components are all 
published and conform to a 
standard
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Achieving the goal- how to deal Achieving the goal- how to deal 
with heterogeneitywith heterogeneity

 The resolution is providing independence The resolution is providing independence 
 Hardware independence

 Providing abstractions over the characteristics of the 
underlying physical environment, such as network protocol, 
standard interchange format

 Platform independence
 Providing a set of agreed abstractions over system resources, 

such as virtual memory, file storage and processing
 Language independence

 Provide abstractions over the interfaces offered by different 
languages

 Management independence
 Providing a meta-architecture for management
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Standards organizations and the Standards organizations and the 
standardsstandards

 InternationalInternational agreement and high level of  agreement and high level of 
confidenceconfidence to the standard to the standard

 Two styles of standards organization:Two styles of standards organization:
 International treaty-based, such as ISO, ITU.
 Industrial consortia, such as OSF, OMG.
 Alternatively, standards emerge when achieving 

a certain level of market penetration: IBM-
compatible PC, SUN Java.
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The motivation of distributed The motivation of distributed 
multimedia systemsmultimedia systems

 End user pullEnd user pull
 Faced information overload and information 

starvation, the end user need the support to get 
the right information to right people, in right time 
and in right form.

 Technology pushTechnology push
 The technology is emerging to support 

multimedia computing continuously.
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The challenge of multimedia for The challenge of multimedia for 
open distributed processingopen distributed processing

 Support for continuous mediaSupport for continuous media
 The transfering of continuous media needs relatively long 

periods of time 

 Quality of service managementQuality of service management
 Static aspect: quality of service specification, negotiation, 

resource reservation and admission control
 Dynamic aspect: quality of service monitoring and 

renegotiation

 Real-time synchronizationReal-time synchronization
 Intra-media and inter-media synchronization

 Multiparty communicationMultiparty communication
 Programming model, system support, quality of service, policy 

about ordering
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A distributed multimedia systemA distributed multimedia system

Wide area gatewayVideo
server

Digital
TV/radio
server

Video camera
and mic

Local network Local network

 Applications:Applications:
 non-interactive: net radio and TV, video-on-demand, e-

learning, ...
 interactive: voice &video conference, interactive TV, tele-

medicine, multi-user games, live music, ...

*
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Multimedia in a mobile Multimedia in a mobile 
environmentenvironment

 Applications:Applications:
 Emergency response systems, mobile commerce, 

phone service, entertainment, games, ... 

*
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Characteristics of multimedia Characteristics of multimedia 
applicationsapplications
 Large quantities of continuous dataLarge quantities of continuous data
 Timely and smooth delivery is criticalTimely and smooth delivery is critical

 deadlines
 throughput and response time guarantees

 Interactive MM applications require low Interactive MM applications require low 
round-trip delaysround-trip delays

 Need to co-exist with other applicationsNeed to co-exist with other applications
 must not hog resources

 Reconfiguration is a common occurrenceReconfiguration is a common occurrence
 varying resource requirements

 Resources required:Resources required:
 Processor cycles in workstations 
 and servers
 Network bandwidth (+ latency)
 Dedicated memory
 Disk bandwidth (for stored media)

At the right time
and in the right quantities

*
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Application requirementsApplication requirements

 Network phone and audio conferencingNetwork phone and audio conferencing
 relatively low bandwidth (~ 64 Kbits/sec), but delay times 

must be short ( < 250 ms round-trip)
 Video on demand servicesVideo on demand services

 High bandwidth (~ 10 Mbits/s), critical deadlines, latency not 
critical

 Simple video conferenceSimple video conference
 Many high-bandwidth streams to each node (~1.5 Mbits/s 

each), high bandwidth, low latency ( < 100 ms round-trip), 
synchronised states.

 Music rehearsal and performance facilityMusic rehearsal and performance facility
 high bandwidth (~1.4 Mbits/s), very low latency (< 100 ms 

round trip), highly synchronised media (sound and video < 50 
ms).

*
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System support issues and System support issues and 
requirementsrequirements
 Scheduling and resource allocation in most Scheduling and resource allocation in most 

current OS’s divides the resources equally current OS’s divides the resources equally 
amongst all comers (processes)amongst all comers (processes)
 no limit on load
  ∴ can’t guarantee throughput or response time

 MM and other time-critical applications MM and other time-critical applications 
require resource allocation and scheduling require resource allocation and scheduling 
to meet deadlinesto meet deadlines
 Quality of Service (QoS) management

 Admission control: controls demand
 QoS negotiation: enables applications to negotiate 

admission and
reconfigurations

 Resource management: guarantees availability of 
resources for 

admitted applications
 real-time processor and other resource scheduling *
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The window of scarcity for computing The window of scarcity for computing 
and communication resourcesand communication resources

1980 1990

remote
login

network
file access

high-quality
audio

interactive
video

insufficient
resources

scarce
resources

abundant
resources

2000

*
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Characteristics of typical Characteristics of typical 
multimedia streamsmultimedia streams

Data rate
(approximate)

Sample or frame
frequencysize

Telephone speech 64  kbps 8 bits 8000/sec
CD-quality sound 1.4 Mbps 16 bits 44,000/sec
Standard TV video
(uncompressed)

120 Mbps up to 640 x 480
pixels x  16 bits

24/sec

Standard TV video
 (MPEG-1 compressed)

1.5 Mbps variable 24/sec

HDTV video
(uncompressed)

1000–3000 Mbps up to 1920 x 1080
pixels x 24 bits

24–60/sec

HDTV video
MPEG-2 compressed)

10–30 Mbps variable 24–60/sec

*
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Typical infrastructure components Typical infrastructure components 
for multimedia applicationsfor multimedia applications

Microphones

Camera

Screen

Windowsystem

Codec
D

B
Mixer

PC/workstation PC/workstation

C Video
store

Network
connections

K

L

M

Codec
A G

Codec
H

Window
system

Video file system

: multimedia stream

White boxes represent media 
processing components, 
many of which are 
implemented 
in software, including:
codec: coding/decoding filter
mixer: sound-mixing 
component

*

Component Bandwidth Latency Loss rate Resources required

Camera Out: 10 frames/sec, raw video
640x480x16 bits

Zero

A Codec In:
Out:

10 frames/sec, raw video
MPEG-1 stream

Interactive Low 10 ms CPU each 100 ms;
10 Mbytes RAM

B Mixer In:
Out:

2  44 kbps audio
1  44 kbps audio

Interactive Very low 1 ms CPU each 100 ms;
1 Mbytes RAM

H Window
system

In:
Out:

various
50 frame/sec framebuffer

Interactive Low 5 ms CPU each 100 ms;
5 Mbytes RAM

K Network
connection

In/Out: MPEG-1 stream, approx.
1.5 Mbps

Interactive Low 1.5 Mbps, low-loss
stream protocol

L Network
connection

In/Out: Audio 44 kbps Interactive Very low 44 kbps, very low-loss
stream protocol
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Quality of service managementQuality of service management

 Allocate resources to application processes Allocate resources to application processes 
 according to their needs in order to achieve the desired quality of 

multimedia delivery
 Scheduling and resource allocation in most current Scheduling and resource allocation in most current 

OS’s divides the resources equally amongst all OS’s divides the resources equally amongst all 
processesprocesses
 no limit on load
  ∴ can’t guarantee throughput or response time

 Elements of Quality of Service (QoS) managementElements of Quality of Service (QoS) management
 Admission control: controls demand
 QoS negotiation: enables applications to negotiate admission and

reconfigurations
 Resource management: guarantees availability of resources for 

admitted applications
 real-time processor and other resource scheduling

*
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 This application involves multiple concurrent This application involves multiple concurrent 
processes in the PCsprocesses in the PCs

 Other applications may also be running concurrently Other applications may also be running concurrently 
on the same computerson the same computers

 They all share processing and network resourcesThey all share processing and network resources
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QoS ParametersQoS Parameters

BandwidthBandwidth
 rate of flow of multimedia data

LatencyLatency
 time required for the end-to-end transmission of a 

single data element

Jitter Jitter 
 variation in latency :–   dL/dt 

Loss rateLoss rate
 the proportion of data elements that can be 

dropped or delivered late

*
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